
Features new tough, through color, reinforced, high-temperature resistant, molded
fiberglass composite shell that resists cracking and chipping. Cairns’ patented
shell release helps reduce the chance of neck injury by allowing the shell to
release, leaving the impact cap behind for protection under severe upward
impact. Beneath the shell is a high-temperature foam cap for increased thermal
and impact protection. Headband features adjustable front for perfect fit between
helmet and SCBA mask and 3-position rear ratchet adjustment. Other features
include high- temperature edge trim, faceshield wing protectors, Nomex®

chinstrap with quick- release and postman slide, Nomex® neck/ear protector and
4" Tuffshield faceshield. Helmet fronts sold separately. Meets NFPA 1971, 2000
Edition. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

Replacement
Faceshields

Specify color

Cairns 1010 Traditional Style Helmet

AF093 Cairns 660 Rep. Faceshield $48.95
AF094 Cairns 1010 Rep. Faceshield $51.95

AF781 Cairns 1010 Helmet $276.95

Helmet shell is available in your choice of reinforced, high-temperature resistant
molded fiberglass or thermoplastic composite. Cairns’ patented shell release
helps reduce the chance of neck injury by allowing the shell to release, leaving
the impact cap behind for protection under severe upward impact. Beneath the
shell is a high-temperature foam cap for increased thermal and impact protec-
tion. Headband features adjustable front for perfect fit between helmet and
SCBA mask and 3-position rear ratchet adjustment. Other features include full
brim, high-temperature edge trim, faceshield wing protectors, Nomex®

chinstrap with quick-release and postman slide, Nomex® neck/ear protector and
4" Tuffshield faceshield. Helmet fronts sold separately. Meets NFPA 1971, 2000
Edition. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

Specify color

Cairns 660 Modern Style Helmet

AA843 Cairns 660C Fiberglass Helmet $219.95
AA844 Cairns 660 Thermoplastic Helmet $219.95

Blue

The 911® helmet provides solid, dependable, comfortable protection in a multitude
of environments and still allows for a wide range of vision and long-use. Helmet
shell is made of the lightest fiberglass composite offering superior 
protection against high temperature and chemical hazards. Its unique foam
impact insert assembly provides even more top and side protection. Long lasting,
easy-to-clean, high-gloss, flame-retardant finish resists scratches and UV rays.
Replaceable 4" polyphthalate carbonate (PPC) wrap around face shield features
an easy-to-operate tension adjustment and plastic bracket to provide maximum
dielectric protection. Meets NFPA 1971, 2000 Edition. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

Specify color

Ratchet assembly
Nomex® thermal liner
Foam impact insert
Nomex® headband 
Shield extenders
Reflexite trim

Chieftain® 911® Helmet

AM003 Chieftain® 911® Helmet $180.95

Shop online for 
more helmets at

edarley.com/helmets

Nape/neck/ear Nomex® liner
Postman slide
Metal D-ring
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